
In the beginning of time, one god was created. This god brought light into the world, and the world was 

warmed. When he was lonely, he created a second god for company, and they would entertain each 

other with simple, competitive sporting activities. The first god created the earth, and filled it with both 

warm and cold climates. The second god traveled to earth and became very intrigued with the cold, 

snowy landscapes he found there. When he returned to heaven, he told the first god that they should 

play games in the cold climate, which he called winter. They disagreed because the first god believed 

that sports should only be played in warm climates, which he called summer. As a result of their 

disagreements, the sports that they played against each other turned very competitive and mean-

spirited. The god of Antagonism sprung from the competition of the two gods, and he told them that it 

was right to compete in a mean-spirited way. As he spread evil through the heavens, the god of 

Mediation was created in order to show the two gods that they could play sports for fun. Mediation 

advocated for peace, and the two gods were soon able to play sports again without getting angry with 

one another. Both winter and summer sports were accepted as holy. 

 

As Mediation settled things in heaven, the competition between the two gods became monotonous 

because they always had the same opponent. The gods had a new idea, which was to create people 

called Olympians to play with. With a growing number of Olympians, some were labeled as elite, and 

only the elite could compete against the gods. Some Olympians played all of the sports, but some just 

focused on one sport. The gods held Olympic games, which were held every two years, and rotated 

between winter and summer Olympics to honor both groups of gods. After the gods created the 

Olympians and the earth, they created humans to inhabit the earth. The Olympians traveled to earth 

and taught humans to worship Olympianism. The Olympians passed to the humans that they should 

practice sports everyday, and they should perform their given gifts/talents to show respect and to 

entertain the Gods every four years at the Olympics. Every four years, no matter the state of 

international relations at the time, there should be world peace and friendly competition among 

mankind. The gods eventually let one Olympian become a god, but he was influenced by the evil god of 

Antagonism. He eventually used his skills to espionage the gods and create a place to counter heaven. 

The other gods put a curse on this realm and it became a place where sports would never be played and 

he would live eternally in laziness and sloth. He joined Antagonism in this realm, and neither could ever 

return to the heavens again. This is the unfortunate afterlife for those who do not practice Olympianism. 

On Earth, the gods test and weed out the people that do not belong in the heavens, and which ones 

belong in the damned realm of laziness. The best athletes and the top competitors at each Olympic 

games are considered “saints” and are granted a place in the heavens to compete against the gods. Very 

few are given this talent, and though it may be envied by other competitors, it is accepted and should 

not be dwelled upon. The people that believe in Olympianism but do not practice sports are sent to live 

with the god of Mediation in the afterlife in a realm of peace. Before being admitted into heaven 

however, there is a test that each person must pass in order to be granted access. For Olympians, or 

people who spent their lives thriving in the physical world of sports, they are given a physical test to 

determine whether or not they are serious enough to spend eternity with the god of their respective 

sport. If the Olympian fails the test, they are sent to live a peaceful life with mediation, but no serious 

competition. Those who are spectators are given a test of knowledge pertaining to sporting events and 

famous things that happened in the world of sports. Those who passed are granted access to a peaceful 

eternity with Mediation as well. Those who fail this test are sent to spend eternity with Antagonism and 



suffer an everlasting life of laziness and sloth. Medalists in the Olympic games are considere the most 

holy, and they are sent directly to the realm of their respective sport and to compete against other 

medalists and the god of that sport for eternity. Medalist completely bypass the testing necessary for 

others to gain access to heaven. 


